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In the>next decade or so, more States r for example, the oil producers -

_

will under80 industrialisation, and the struggle among the powers over
markets and sources of raw materials will grow fiercer. .As the crisis

“A

of World eepiteliem sreduellv deepens. we can expect gradual deterioration ,

in the living conditions of working people.- There loom the threats off .} f
a new depression,_eco1ogica1 collapse and nuclear war. No way out is offered by the attempts of Leninist groups to stabilise the system by
bringing private capital under the control of national State bureaucracies. .
The working class, at least in the main highly industrialised regions A
,
of the world, must meet the challenge of "Socialism or Barbarism" by‘
abolishing the relationships of capital, wage labour and commodity
production. A world Communist revolution must establish a system of
production for use under the democratic control of the whole community.
Such a revolution can be the work only of the working class itself, and
not of any self-appointed minority vanguard party;
-

CLASS STRUGGLE AND THE IVIOVEMENT FOR COIVIMUNISM

To carry through the revolution the vast majority of workers must gain
Socialist understanding. (1)
Such a grasp of the need to reconstruct
.
society on a new basis can only build up steadily over a longish period,
and revolutionary organisations can assist this process by their work. '
The class struggle - in the employment situation, in education, in
community action, in protest groups and in other fields - is a prolonged
effort by workers to try to assert their needs as human beings rather
"
than as containers of labour power. These attempts are thus implicitly
in opposition to the profit-making requirements of capitalism, though
workers are generally without a clear awareness of this.
The Socialist movement needs to see itself as an expression of this.
I
class struggle, which is conscious that the necessary aim of the struggle
is the overthrow of capital.. By their activity in working class struggle»
revolutionaries can clarify to their fellow workers the Communist
'"
implications or tendencies of the struggle, and develop the theory of
Communist society from.a.set of abstract formulas for an indefinite
future society into a concrete, detailed and urgent constructive
criticism of capitalism, linked to the continuing activity of workers. ~
In this way wider and wider circles of workers can be drawn into the
consideration, discussion and development of Communist ideas.

'
ll

Closely related to the need to develop the understanding of a selfadministered society as theory is the need to advance forms of
organisation which anticipate aspects of Socialist society in practice.
The theory and practice can only advance in interaction with one another. ¢
Revolutionaries work to advance the self-reliance and independent'
democratic organisation and activity of workers. They'have to combat
the attempts of Leninist groups to turn workers‘ organisations into
power bases for domination and manipulation by their leading bureaucrats.
This is how a genuine Communist movement can be built up. _

(1)

__?__

up I

We use the words "Socialism" and "Communism" interchangeably
to refer to the future free society.
_

3
This movement is unlikely to take the form of a single unified
organisation, as groups will have different views on tactics and on
the policies to be pursued by the approaching Communist society.lb Through the growth and decline of different groupings, the movement
can more easily adapt to changing conditions; also there would be less
danger of groups taking on a leadership role in the working class in
spite of their own intentions, or becoming identified as sole
representatives of Socialism. At the same time groups would no doubt
cooperate on specific issues and projects. Groups of revolutionaries
would strive to develop themselves as examples of democratic selfactivity in dialogue with other workers.
, .
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The ability of the working class, once in the majority conscious
Communists, to force through the social transformation against the
resistance of anti-revolutionary forces within or outside the State
machines will lie in its conscious self—organisation. The growing
movement will be able to prepare to neutralise the reaction by non,
cooperation, confusion, strikes, infiltration and fraternisation with
non-Communist workers in the armed forces. The movement must avoid
inviting repression by premature adventures, and organise its efforts
to make its development as even as possible - as between different
areas, town and country, different countries and different sections
of workers (for example, manual and non-manual, men and women).
While the revolutionary movement comprises only a small minority of the
working class, it must use methods which encourage the autonomous
nativity of workers, and avoid methods which ~ at the-present stage _
turn the majority of the working class into passive spectators of an
active minority. 1Parliamentary activity ~ even standing for purely
educational purposes and on a Communist platform - is such a method, _
as it invites workers to look for their emancipation in the work of a’
few parliamentarians, who require only the passive support and
understanding of the workers. another such method is minority
violence, which is suicidal in face of the military technology in
posses Sign of {he State, especiallye when the State can still _ mobilise
widespread support within the working class for the suppression of
rbels. Indeed 9 the State frequently aims to provoke minority violence,
by means of agents provocateurs, in order to obtain the support
ﬂeoossary for the repression of all radical opposition. (2),
A further point is that both electoral and-secret insurrectionary'

politics must operate in conditions which make necessary control by a
bureaucratic hierarchy; they would deeply undermine the democratic
development of the Communist movement. The experience of the working
class movement has provided ample evidence for this in the oligarchical
party machines of nineteenth century
s t ruc tures of both
~_ the electoral
- s
Social Democracy-(5) and_(to a much greater extent still) the centralist
conspiratorial Bolshevik parties of this century.
(2)

These questions are discussed in the North American context by
Martin Oppenheimer in the very useful Penguin book "Urban Guerilla".

(3) On this point see the informative book "Political Parties" by
T

_

Robert Michele. we disagree, of course, with his cynical conclusion
that Oligarchy is inevitable. On my use of the phrase "Social
.
Democracy" : Socialism is well defined as a social democracy; as
Opposeg to the narrow formal political democracy which sometimes
e
adgrns capitalist rule. Whatever their failings, the original
Social pemooramio parties did proclaim working class interests and <
d-d Stand (gt least in theory) for Socialism. Since 1914, when
the leaderships of most of these
parties supported vt'
the first
”
whichworld
still
imperialist war, those openlygcapitalist reform pa- ies

These arguments, however, will lose most of their force in the
immediately pre-revolutionary period, when there will be a vast
C
democratic Communist movement and the struggle of most of the world
r
working class will be conciously aimed at revolution. In these
e ~‘ ~
circumstances both parliamentary and armed action could be§subordinated7

to the control of the movement as a whole, as minor auxiliary tacties.
Parliaments may no longer exist anywhere; if they do, though, the
election of revolutionaries to them would have its uses in smoothing
the path of revolution. By demonstrating the majority nature of the
revolution, the occupation of the old formally democratic institutions
by Communist delegates would prevent reactionary minorities from
claiming that they were protecting democracy. This would minimise the
support that the reactionaries could muster among vacillating sections
of the population, and thus reduce the risk of widespread violent is
resistance to the revolution. At this stage the Communist working class

'would be in a position to organise the suppression of counter-revolutionary
violence, and would do so by violent means if necessary;

o

4

Nevertheless parliamentary and violent action would only be peripheral
parts of the revolutionary process. Parliament cannot be used in
.
organising the initial stage of Communism - this will be the task of
P
the network of councils of workers‘ delegates which will have developed.
Parliaments can be converted into museums after the revolution, or, as
suggested in William Morris‘ "News from Nowhere", used to store dung "
by the local commune.
WORKERS COUNCILS AND THE NEW SOCIETY

'Workers‘ Councils, based mainly on the workplace and the neighbourhood,
are the most important form of organisation which is likely to arise
as working class struggle assumes an increasingly Communist character.
They provide an institutional framework within which the Communist
working class majority can attain political supremacy and lay the
foundations of the new society. The consolidation of the revolution
enables society to dispense with armed coercion. As the working class
abolishes itself as a class in establishing the classless society, the
workers‘ councils become simply people's councils.
However, the workers‘ and people‘s councils, originating in capitalist
society, inevitably embody the occupational and territorial divisions
of capitalism. As Communist society matures, it gradually breaks down
such divisions - between city and countryside, between industrially
overdeveloped and industrially underdeveloPed regions. between
"intellectual" and "manual" functions, between what are at present y
industrial, agricultural and domestic production, between labour and
leisure, and so on. The replacement of alienated wage labour by
e
freely associated effort allows the comrades of Communism to overcome
the needless ever-specialisation and division of labour. Men, women
and children will develop all faculties of human Pereenelity in an
T
integrated social life.
_
L
The councils, then, will certainly be superseded by more advanced types
of organisation as the new conditions become established; the societyo
of workers councils is no final aim. It is very difficult to envisage
Communist organisation at this point in history. Some of the procedural
problems are discussed in David Barnsdale's article.
T

(5) (cont'd) call themselves Social Democratic, in Europe and
elsewhere, are really in no sense social-democratic. Leninists
of all kinds confuse this distinction in order to discredit the
less elitist traditions of the earlier Socialist movement.
_
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SECTARIENISMZAND THE REVOLUTIONARY movnmnww
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Durine the pest fifty years genuine.Socialists/Cemmunists have worked
in very difficult and frustrating conditions; flsolated groups haves
been confronted with the virtually total domination of the working

class movement by the State~capitalist left - Stalinist, Trotskyist *

or "Social Democratic" reformist. 'On top of this, the t€mPereTY b0Om C
made possible by the destruction of the Second World War narrowed and‘
contained working class struggle. As the present crisis develops,
.wQrking class militancy is reviving, and working people tend more and
more to raise implicitly Communist issues of control of their own
»s
liveS;‘ The hold of the reformist and Leninist left on the working S

'<
_-

cleee movement can new be Wee»kened- ‘We think that it e is both possible‘
and essential to build an influential, genuinely Communist movement,
actively involved in all aspects of the class struggle. Only if this
'happens can the working class develop the understanding and ' i
i" i
democratic organisation which lead to Communism.
iii"
-'i the O
:The isolated groups of Communists who have kept the vision of a it
Communist society alive for so long should be able to contribute a
ygreat deal to a new movement. They are hindered from doing so by the
iattitudes formed as a result of their isolation. I'll eomment here
on two examples, though there are others:- the "World Revolution" C
sgroup and "The Socialist Party of Great Britain" (WE and SPGB). Both
of these groups have small associated groups in other countries e ".
(the "Internationalism" groups and the "Companion Parties of Socialism")
and so they pride themselves on being international tendencies.
C
'WORLD REVOLUTION do not think that any permanent organisation by"”
workers in their own interests is now possible within the capitalist

system. Shop stewards, as well as all unions, are merely tools with
which the capitalists suppress workers‘ struggles. »(Only shopfloor
struggles are considered.)

In reality, though all workers‘

-

i

"organisations are gradually integrated into the system, with trade
unions, shop steward committees etc being successively co—opted,.c
new forms of organisation must continually evolve to replace them
for a time as genuine expressions of workers‘ interests. -Thus WP
are unable to relate Communism to any continuous trend in the 61858
struggle. They see their task as the elaboration of "theory", which

ican_only'be~dogma if unrelated to Preetiee.,
.

V

I

n ,

-

Only in the "heat of struggle" of wildcat (unofficial) strikes do WR
eee eeyjrevelutionary potential. These are imagined by them to be
spontaneous upsurges of unrestrained militancy; the sameaworker who,
in the normal course of events, cannot defend their interests suddenly
become the vanguard of the revolution — until things settle down again.
‘This is the view of romantics who, not really considering themselves

part of the working class, see workers as a sort of latent elemental
force rather than as human beings. .The revolution seems to be
envisaged as a bigger version of'a wildcat strike — there comes the
culmination of a "conjunctural crisis of capitalism", and only then is
revolutionary organisation or consciousness possible. WB.then"3umpIin
with all their "theoretical" baggage and "give the class struggle a
revolutionary direction". But in the absence of a Communist movement
built up in the class Struggle, the scenario is most likely to end up
in a fascist or Bolshevik dictatorship.

S‘

This apocalyptic concept of revolution dates back to the first half
of the nineteenth century, when it was held by the early Marx as well
as other insurrectionists, who had not yet understood the need for the
mature development of working class oraenieetien. ene Whe looked back
at the insurrections of the French bourgeois revolution as a model.
These theorists were describing the class struggle of the time, when

_

_

'

c
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destitute workers rose up in blind spasms of enthusiasm and despair.
The theory of this early period is preserved as.myth by such groups as
WR.into a period when it has no relevance to workers‘ concerns and
:

, activities.

-

, of overcoming their isolation from the class struggle, and to maintain
confidence in their own infallibility; C
t
" irV "
A

.
_,,.

The myth enables such sects to avoid tackling the problem

If the concept of revolution held by WE dates back to the conditions
prevailing at the time of the First International, then the cencept~

'-

.,_

~

...

‘

Y» held by The Socialist Party of Great Britain is derived from the

A

‘

conditions in which the parties of the Second Internatidnal.operated
y before 1914. During this period the material basis for a Cemmunist_
society had not yet been laid : there did not yet exist the technical
1‘, means to produce an abundance of wealth for a use economy, capitalism
-~ 'was still in its ascendant phase and had not expanded into a worldéi
etvdominant system. As the class struggle could not have immediate
:+ Communist consequences, Communism became a theoretical maximum programme
<» for an indefinite future, while the social democratic parties organised
the workers to struggle for parliamentary and trade-union reforms of
capitalism. Had the centralised oligarchical social democratic parties
.

.

somehow come to power in this period, they would probably have had to

introduce a system of State capitalism (though more democratic formally
than the later Bolshevik system in Russia) in order to hold back it
consumption while further accumulating the means of productien. The
same applies - and even more strengly — to the yet less developed _
period of the First International; in the "Communistimanifesto", the
proposed points of the programme to be adopted by the working class
power which the authors then expected soon tn appear are definitely
of_a State capitalist nature;
¢-
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I The shortcoming of European Social Democracy,§inevitable at the time,
was that it relied on forms er struggle like;legislative reform and
trade-union wage bargaining, which had no direct connection with

revolution in terms of organisatidn or consciousness, beeause they
neither raised the needs of workers to céntrol their own lives as human
beings, nor questioned the purposes of production, nor developed
democratic*self—organisation. Thus Socialist knowledge was not seen
to emerge in the process of working class struggle, but was to be;
taught to the workers as unconnected aptreetiene bY'ePeeia1i5tS 1n
"Scientific Socialism" ¥ the bourgeois intellectuals.
_
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This view was put forward by Karl Kautsky, a main theorist of Social

Democracy.
'

.

(4) He at least held that itiwas the task of the

"intellectuals" to teach the workers Socialism; Lenin introduced the
even.more elitist view that the workers could=neyer understand Socialism,
so the party of professional revolutienaries mHe$;1eed the n?n‘S°°1a1LSt
"working class to revolution. But both Kautsky and Lenin claimed that
Socialist theory was and must be the creation of "intellectuals" outside
the working class, which then - unlike now - overwhelmingly consisted
of manual workers.
ti, y
'

‘

(d)
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For an unfortunately highly abstract and difficult discussion of
this, see Karl Kbrsch book;"Marxism and PhilOB0PhY"-
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New the SPGB correctly rejects this inte11e0tua1ist*e1itism;+ It ‘

understands that a Socialist working class is necessary, and thati
Socialist understanding can be spread among the working'class»by'p
those workers who are already Socialists. A reform programme is;.
rightly rejected as of no relevance to this task. as well as being
futile in regard to working class problems. But the SPGB does not"
understand that Socialist understanding must develop within some form
‘of Qlass struggle. _Its model for the Socialist movement is merely:
Social Democracy with the reform component removed, leaving ﬁ@e@' abstract commitment to Socialism as the only subject of propaganda.

_mheTsPes'"pute~the case for Socialism and only Socialism"; the f]:?

,idealised image ofia really principled revolutionary Social Democratic
party, contesting elections on a Socialist platform, leaves Socialism
mithout connebtion with a§X_continuing social process at all ~_except
the propaganda activity of Socialists. The propaganda becomes a
demand that workers grasp, in the abstract form of general formulas,
the meaning of some totally new society floating in the indefinite
future. “In its most extreme state of disconnectedness from presentdayOreality}'SPGB propaganda can degenerate almost into a religious
approach. an appeal "to see the light". The meagre results of this
approach produce a steady dropout of active members into passive
cynic1sm;'
e r"‘
_
OMost members of such groups as
Party of Great Britain fail to
aim with the existing struggle
human needs within capitalism,

World Revolution and The Socialist
expose the connection of the Communist
of the working class to assert their
and so are in various ways sectarian.

As Comunism is to them.not a developing movement, but their own
ready-made theoretival packaee, they naturally believe that they

galready possess the whole truth and need only convince the others,
who still flounder in non-revolutionary confusion, that this is
"indeed the situation. But quite a few comrades become disillusioned
with this approach, and we hope that they will help us in working
7out an alternative.
T
' “‘
,.,
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Stephen Stefan
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by Terry Liddle

In all the major struggles between labour and capital which have taken
place during this century, where the working class has been able to"
act independently on its own behalf, the workers have organised themselves into workers’ councils. Russia l905 and again in 1917, Hungary
in 1919 and again in 1956, Italy and Germany after World War One and
Spain in 1936 being prime examples. Britain has seen the Action
Councils of the twenties and the idea is again being pushed, to date
with very little success.
.
It follows from the above thet various types of working class organisation correspond to various periods in the rise and fall of capitalism. The oldest types of working class organisation, trade unions
and consumer co-operatives arose when both industrial capitalism and
the proletariat it had created were young. In the next phase, the
period of capitalist expansion and imperialism, the working class
realising the necessity of political action organised into political
parties, some reformist some revolutionary. It was in this period
that Marx and Engels worked out the concept of scientific socialism
as opposed to the utopian visions of th; earlier period.
Now that capitalism is in the period of its decline, as is evidenced

by the present crisis, and the trade unions and political parties
from the reformist SPD to the"revolutionary" ISSP of Ceylon have been
incorporated into the framework of an increasingly totalitarian state
, the gigantic task facing the working class is the organisation of
workers’ councils as the organs of self emancipation “and the foundations for the socialist reconstruction of society.
It is no good a number of leftist individuals or groups, however well
intentioned, getting together and calling themselves a workers’ council. The existence of such a paper organisation would be purely
etherial.. Workers‘ Councils must be based on the point of production,
the factories, mines, docks, depots, etc., where the strength of the
working class is greatest and where it can make its power felt unlike
the present Trades Councils which are based geographicallyias are
many trade union branches and most political organisations.
Workers’ councils must be class wide unlike the narrow craft conscious trade unions and the Trade Councils which exclude non-trade
unionists. .This means that they must be comprised not only of delegates representing manual and white collar workers but also of delegates
representing students, school kids, housewives, 0APs, unemployed, .
claimants, etc.. The working class cannot afford to allow its unorganiscd and non-productive strata to be won over by the forces of reaction employing the time honoured tactic of divide and rule. This will
surely happen if these strata are excluded from the organisations of,
the class.

9
Here it should be mentioned that most soldiers are not psychopathic
killers but workers in uniform forced to enlist by low wages and unemployment. An agitation must be mounted not only for trade union
and political rights for soldiers but also for the formation of Soldiers‘, Sailors‘ and Airmens‘ Councils linked locally and nationally
to the workers‘ councils. To leave this task to the eve of revolution
when the class is under attack from elite killer squads such as the
SAS and the SPG, and from the bosses private armies such as Securicor
would be a failure to face reality.

The Workers‘ Councils must be democratic, that is the delegates mustf
be non-permanent (a safeguard against careerism) they must be directly elected by secret ballot, subject to recall and recieve no more
reward than those they represent,
'
.

Workers‘ Councils-cannot exist in splendid isolation but must link up
at a national level into a Congress of Workers‘ Councils which will
_
take the place of the parliament which serves the needs of capitalism.
Unlike parliament this Cmngress will be the administrative and executive organ of workers‘ powere As bitter experience has shown there
can be no socialism in One country, so each Congress of Workers‘
Councils will send its delegates to the Congress of the World Federation of Socialist States which will replace both the warring blocs
of capitalist states and the United Nations and which will be responsible for the international economic and scientifi9 planning of the
stateless, classless, moneyless communist society.
.__

-

‘_

This is the end. How do we get where we want to be from where we are
at? The first step is the formation by socialists of a campaign to
agitate and propagandise for workers‘ councils and to combat reformist notions of workers‘ control (which in fact means workers‘ participation in the very process which exploits them) in the factories and
the trades and industries where they work. But workers‘ councils

cannot be built by abstract agitation and propaganda alone, nor will
they drop out of the air like Newton's apples..

Workers‘ councils will only arise when the rank and file working class
in the factories and workplaces begin to realise that the day-to-day
struggle is not an end in itself, but only the beginning of a far
greater struggle for the overthrow of capitalism. _When this happens
basic class consciousness expressing itself as militant economism
will be transformed into a new quality - revolutionary consciousness
expressing}itself_as the desire and the ability to organise for social
revolution.
i
To this end the factory floor organisations, both official and unoff-5
icial which already exist must begin to break out of the straightjacket
imposed on them by the traditional organisations,‘ Their representatives must extend their contacts with other factories locally and nationaly while at the same time seeking such contacts in other industries
Itis from these contacts that the delegates of the workers‘ councils
will be drawn.
As the counrils gain power and influence they will _
replace the trades councils and trade union district committees and,
when co-ordinated nationally, begin the struggle for the revolutionary

overthrow of capitalism.
Within the workers‘ councils there must be room for all types of
political tendencies while at the same time there must be safeguards
to ensure that no one group exercises its hegemony over the councils
to the exclusion of other groupings.
_
In Russia in l905 the Soviets (Soviet being the Russian word for
council) grew out of a meeting of printers who were on strike to

. .

-

10
.

g

.

demand payment for setting up punctuation marks as well as letters. In
Italy in the early twenties they grew out of the internal commissions
which begun by being sponsored by mamagement. Today, in Britain the
shop stewards committees and unofficial rank and,file groups provide
fertile soil in which workers‘ councils can grow.
,
The failure'of the Russian Revolution to develop along bona fide socialist lines has left a massive.theoretical and organisational vacuum. Likewise it has shown that social revolution cannot be brought by the activity of a self appointed general staff of professional revolutionaries,
that the emancipation of the working class must be the work of the working class itself.

'

This void can be filled and past mistakes avoided within the struggle
for the forg ing of workers‘ councils as the weapon the working class
will use to free itself from the tyranny of capitalism. This is the
task which now confronts us.
C
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We publish Terry's article as a contribution to a discussion on forms
of prganisation of the working class. However,we feel that certain_
points should be made by us to illustrate our disagreements with it:
.

__

ii

1) The article appears on the face of it to contain two contradictions.
Firstly it talks of workers‘councils based "on the point of production"
and then of workers‘ councils containing "delegates... also .. representing students, school kids, housewives, OAPs, claimants, etc." Wei
hold that workers‘ councils must represent all sections of the class,
not just those working in faetories, and should be organised in different realms of activity e.g. workplaces, neighbourhoods,etc., to satisfy the total needs of the class both during and after the revolution.
Secondly, it talks of_a "World Federation of Socialist Syates" at the
same time as referring to communism as a "stateless, classless, moneyless society". For us communism and socialism have the same meaning,that described by Terry as communism. Indeed Terry probably holds the
same view. This indeed is the position taken by the early pioneers of
socialist/anarchist thought.
L

2) Terry refers to "housewives" delegates to councils, we doubt whether
communist women (or men!) will be willing to adopt the present role of
"housewives" - slave in the kitchen, nursemaid for children and whore
in the bedroom.
If they did then there'd be something wrong with the
Rind of society they'd establish.

ye

'

_

1

_

3) Terry's article appears to us to concentrate too heavily on the form
of workers councils. For us what is important is the content of those
councils -- the form of councils will follow from the perspective of the
workers involved.
Q) Terry suggests that shop stewards committees ” provide fertile soil
in which workers‘councils can grow". We would say that shop stewards
organisations are becoming more and more integrated into the union
machine and are thus becoming a barrier to the development of class
consciousness. On this we would refer readers to the following;"Shop Stewards and the Class Struggle" -- Big Flame

"Five Month's of Struggle” -- Big Flame I
I

“Socialists and Trade Unions" in our fourth issue.
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If we are radical enough to imagine the reality of a situationist revol-

ution, we can also think of its consequences. Up until now, the situationists have been unique in their willingness to speak of the positive
aspects of proletarian revolution, but even in this respect very little
has been said about the concrete problems which will arise in any practical attempt in self-management. While we have no desire to create any
sort of blueprint for revolution, these questions cannot be dismissed out
of hand; if we can talk of the workers‘ councils of the past, we can also
talk of those of the future. Unless self-management is viewed theoretically_as a contemporary possibility, it will remain as an easily distorted
myth. The facility with which situationist theory can be turned into an
ideology is shown most clearly in the psittaceous repetition of certain
phrases and certain traditions in current "situationist" texts. From now
on, we are the enemies, not only of those who are pro-situs, but of those
situationisﬁs who are merely ?
c"o-councilist.
Y ~
The absence of sustained practical experience in councilist organisation
necessitetes,a far-reaching theoretical debate on the nature.of such
organization.
A similar debate was initiated_aftor the Russian and German
Revolutions by Korsch, Pannekoek, Gorter, etc., but the results obtained
during this period have long ceased to be directly applicable in practice.
Raoul Vaneigem's §Qtice,§Q_the Qivilisedigongerning Generalized Auto estign (Internationale Situatipnistg No.12 reprintedin ANARCHY No.?,l972§
represents one of the few attempts after Pannekoek to theoretically pose l
the questions faced -- of" revolutionary situation where councils emerge u
Based on the experiences of May ‘68, Vaneigem's theses are important, but
altogether tentative; much of the piece is concerned with a theoretical
vindication of Fourier and the analysis of a future councilist 1
power is somewhat facile. Pannekoek's prescient observation that "when the
workers seize the factories in order to organize production a number of
new and difficult problems arise also" (Workers Councils)has_not been invalidated by the technical progress of the bourgeois economy. The development of modern economic forces, while enabling a radical resolution of
problems of communication, distribution,etc., has also created a situation
not anticipated in previous councilist theory. -The rapid decline in the
productive sector of the proletariat in advanced capitalist countries has

rendered the traditional model of councilist organization, the factory
assembly, obsolete.
‘
L
”
The shop floor can no longer be considered as the primary base of councilist power. The occupation of the factories will form only one of many
initial steps towards the conquest of society by the proletariat - today
in most advanced economies, the actual productive sector of the workingclass constitutes a minority of the proletariat as a whole. Thus, the
task for a councilist revolution, which seeks to establish a total dem-

T

ocracy over society, will be to involve, not only the factory workers,
but all of the proletariat in its activity. The present economic reality
of bourgeois society cannot be radically overcome, however, by a simple
guantative proliferation of the councils 'hroughout all areas of the
proletariat. The councilist form must be re-examined in view of.a contemporary definition of the"means of production".
It is no longer possible to talk only of workers'councils in the strict
sense of the term.
The strict image of workers‘ soviets is as archiac
today as the Bolshevik Jacobinism that defeated them was 50 years ago.

Since the tasks of any councils which will arise in the future must extend
beyond the sphere of production, the councilist form itself must spread
beyond the work-place.
In any period of revolutionary occupations, it

e

.
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will be necessary to distinguish between several types of councils - productive,service, neighbourhood,etc., -but such a distinction in no way
iresolves the difficulties posed by total revolution. The councils will
inevitably eliminate various 'parasitical' secors of the economy and this
elimination will liberate large numbers of the proletariat from work. At
the same time, however, it will destroy the councils in these areas and 1
will enaail the incorporation of those displaced within other organizational structures. Vaneigem's proposal to merely "open the factory gates"
to those not involved in a vital capacity retains an outmoded conception
of the functioning of the councils and is, in fact, elitist. There can be
no ‘vanguard' of the councils, no 'centre' of self-management; the revolution will b.e in the hands of a majority or heirarchical divisions will
reappear despite the most democratic principles.
The organization of the councils must be such that they embrace all of _
society.
Assemblies will have to be constituted not only in work areas
but in other areas as well. The delineation of the various tasks,powers,

membership,etc., of these different forms of organization will be one of
the first priorities of the assemblies. Following this, perhaps the greatest difficulty for the revolutionary proletariat will be that of avoiding
any kind of parliamentarism in the organization of the councils. The concept of revocable, mandated delegates will remain a purely formal
_
principle until it becomes a practical reality. Even such a realization,
though, does not ensure the success of direct democracy. Delegated authority, however accountable to a democratic base, always contains the,
possibility of developing in opposition to a power without mediators. In
any revolutionary situation, b ureaucratization will remain a very real _
contingency -- one that must be confronted, not only through the rotation of delegates, but through an awareness of the heirarchical tendencies
which-are likely to develop. Certain forms of organization (co-ordinating committees, etc.) will be delegated with more authority than others
and, as a consequence, must be closely supervised by the general assemblies.
Only the continued, active participation of these assemblies and, hence,
the proletariat as a whole will prevent the possible rise of any
councilist bureaucracy.
The ability of the councils to solve the question of their own organisation will determine the success of self-management. In any case, the
process whereby the operation of society can be reduced to a"simple
administration of things" will undoubtedly be long and complex. The power
of the councils will have a meaning which can only be supplied by the
revolutionary proletariat -- the councils are its power and it is there
that the problems raised by theory can be answered. At present, we can
only dispel the illusions which will face such a power; its real ‘ “
obstacles can only be overcome in practice.
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INTRODUCTION

3

Some comrades have asserted that it is not for present day revolutionaries
to lay down the form of revolution. Rather,they say, it is for the communist working class to decide between a number of possibilities. This choice
seenlas parliament plus class conscious economic action or workers‘ councils. However, if revolutionaries are to have a coherent programme, they
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must be in a position to suggest the most likely way to succeed in revol-

ution and must show the very real, diversionary nature of other"approaches".
It is a fundamental tenet of all revolutionaries that we draw our theoretisal conclusions from the experiences of the working class struggle against
capital. It is according to these theories, worked out from actual experiences of the class, that we shape our practice - whilst at all times recognising the dialectical link between them. Further we hold that the emancipation of the working class must be the work of the working slass itself.
The communist revolution must be the work of the self-conscious, active
democratically organised majority of the class. The working class must
organise itself to gain a position of supremacy in society, to destroy the
wage labour/capital relationship.
i
THE PARIJAMENTARY "ROAD"

'

The question remains,however, how should the class organise? For some revolutionaries the answer is simple: through parliamentary elections. ,The
view of the comrades holding the "non-dogmatist" position is closely related to this. The parliamentary analysis can be summed up as:
.
"When the majority of workers have become socialist there is no need
‘for an armed uprising. They withdraw their support from capitalist
I
parties and support the socialist party so that Parliament, which ,_,
controls the armed forces, will be composed of socialist delegates...

In Britain, Parliament has a complete and secure grip upon the armed
forces, and government interventions in the strikes and disturbances
of past years have shown on whose side they act. These were a forceful illustration of how necessary it is for workers to obtain contorl,
of Parliament before attempting to uproot the foundations of society.
They further show that the only way to obtain control is by sending
_ socialist delegates to Parliament". ("Questions of the Day"ppl9-20,
SPGB 1969 -- my emphases).
H

Having failed to break totally with the policies of the 2nd International, they
adopt the position that control of the state machine brings with it control

e

of the armed forces. However, it is useful to draw the lessons of the German
Revolution 1918-19.
A
‘ ;_
_
This revolution, though
not explicitly socialist, was crushed ruthlessly. But it was not crushed by
the armed forces of the state, these had collapsed after four years of war and
defeat.. It was put down by former members of the armed forces and members of
the bourgeoisie organised independently in the so-called Freikorps. So what, we
may ask, would prevent the armed forces using violence against the working
‘
class in the event of a communist revolution? Surely not control of the armed
forces. The armed forces are quite capable of acting independently of Parliament,i
one look at the military coups that take place, or an analysis of the German -p
experience, should show this.* There is only one way that the armed forces can
be neutralised, and tha t is if large sections of them support the revolution.
From jthis we can draw a second example, in Russia 1917 the armed forces did on
the whole support the revolution and it was remarkably peaceful, but the rev— H
olutionaries did not control the State Duma.
'
1
i

‘

Q

-.,

Further this analysis is a fundamentally non-marxidt one. It sees society in
totally static terms. Because Parliament exists now, it will exist cmme the
revolution,i.e. when there is a conscious majority of socialist workers. Faced
withsuch a majority "any attempt to withdraw it ... would bring the house down
around their ears."(Questions of the Day, p21). However the growth of socialist
consciousness is not just a question of counting heads, with capitalism remaining static, until theis is a majority. They fail to envisage possibilities as
the socialist movement grows in size - the capitalists wouldn't be so stupid as
to wait until the number of communists were a majority, it's more likely they
would react before such a situation arose. Faced with a majority of societyi

* Not that I am suggesting that a military coup is inevitable in Britain.
The executive and military are so close that they could just suspend the democratic facade without all the fuss of tanks in the streets.
i

_'

'

P

_
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that acquiese to its actions, with the working class having lost the desire to
maintain democracy, they-could easily suspend Parliament. And there'd not be
much protest from the liberal bourgeiosie, when the chips are down and they are
really threatened, the bourgeiosie have always been more elass conscious than
the working class. As bourgeios democracy ended years ago, it would be quite
possible for the state to do away with its democratic trappings. Haybe the '
constitutionalists have forgotten that the last two governments effectively7~ ;
ruled by decree for qutie a while, ma Ybe the Y 've for S otten that the whip system '
makes parliament a mere rubber stamp for cabinet decisions, with little control
over the cabinet?
However, we as libertarians have other objections to this argument. For the
view that the revolution comes about through parliament has other effects. It
encourages an attitude of delegating power to others, it encourages passivity
and discourages involvement by workers. It discourages the development of an
autonomous, self-active, revolutionary working class - the first prerequisite '
of a successful revolution. Thus the approach reveals itself as non-marxist,
unrelated to reality, diversionary and counter-productive. We must therfore
.
lokk for an alternative.

AN wtrmwmmvwv
However to merely reject the legalistsc, constitutionalist approach is inadequate for a revolutionary group. If we are that which we claim to be, an
expression of the class conscious working class, then it is our duty to be as
clear as possible in our propaganda and all other activities. This reqires
that we develop a theory of revolution, including the most likely way for the
class to succeed. Fortunately it is not necessary for us to merely provide a
hypbthetical blueprint, by examining the activities of the class at various ‘
stages of its development we can present an analysis based on experience and
0

'

It is our contention that the class must organise itself democratically,
y
autonomously_and self-consciously to succeed. This is not a contention based on
mere ideas in our heads, but is firmly rooted in the experiences of the class I
during its times of most intense struggle. There is a suprising uniformity _
about the forms of organisation adopted at these times, in Russia 1905 and 1917,
Germany 1918, Spain 1956, Hungary 1956, etc., mass democratic bodies electihg
instantly revocable delegates based on the units of production —- workers‘
councils, factory committees, etc. These bodies were the creations of the class
to fulfill the needs of the time:
'
.
f
.
"While this kind of organisation was unknown in practice, within four
days a vast network of Workers‘ and Soldiers‘ Councils covered Germany.
Perhaps some talk had been heard of Russian Soviets (191?/18) but in
view of the censorship, very little. At all events, no party or organ-v
isation had proposed this form of struggle. It was an entirely spontaneous,
"v
movement." (The'Origins of the Movement for workers‘ Gouncils in
Germany 1918-29,p.1, Workers Voice, Liverpool).

u

What is the significance of this form of organisation? They are organs that the j
class itself ereated, and by means of instantly revocable delegates, can control
-4 organs that inspire the participation and self-activity of the class. Furthermore they are organs of the class that can have no role outside the destruetion

of capital, upon failing they cannot be co-opted without losing both their form
and content:
-"Their fundamental purpose is the unification of the class for the
,
revolutionary struggle, combining decision making and executive power
in the hands of workers‘ delegates who are subject to recall by factory
committees at any time. Because the'creation of workers‘ councils is an
expression of a fundamental opposition to capitalist society and the
=beginning of a new form of social organisation, the councils can only
scan only exist in periods of revolutionary struggle; they cannot become
permanent, institutionalized structures within capitalism without‘

L
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surrendering both their form and content." (Leninism, Ouvrierism or
Marxism, Internationalism No.2, p.12, New York.)
»
-

.

Workers‘ councils federated on a national and a world-scale, controlling the
armed forces of the proletariat, responsible for the smashing of the wage
labour/capital relationship and the bourgeois state, responsible for the runnigg of the initial stages of the new communist society, at all times controlled by those who elected them by means of instantly revocable, mandated
delegates - this is the way that an analysis of working class struggle shows
us is the way to success.
_
0

LIMITATIONS OF THE COUNCILS.

M.

-

However, there is another factor that becomes apparent when we analyse working
class struggle. The workers‘ councils failed to transform existing society into_
a communist one. In Russia they destroyed the old property relations, but at
the same time failed to destroy the existing relationships of production.
By lacking a clear, communist perspective they let the Bolsheviks seize state
power and rapidly destroy the advances made, until in 1921 they were in a
position to shoot the Kronstadt workers and sailoss trying to reassert the
1
old ideals. Their failure led to the establishment of a state capitalist
society in the image of the Bolsheviks.
A similar situation appears in the Spanish Revolution:
'
"Despite the rapid advances of the workers‘ militia in Republican Spain,
the social revolution which began in July failed to establish the absolute authority of the councilist power. While the Republican Government
had been.severely weakened, it did not, of course, abdicate in favour of '
the proletariat; after July, dual power existed in "Anti-Fascist" Spain
between the forces of a new revolutionary order and the remnants of the
bourgeois Republic. The councils of July 0.... were defeated to‘the extent
that they failed to see the necessity of consolidating their power......
A misplaced trust in the leadership of the CNT-FAI led to a situation
where the anarchist masses were to acquiese to the gradual abolition of ~
their power." (Self-Management and the Spanish Revolution 1956-7, Point_
Blank! No.1, p77, California)
'
'
"
'

Apart from this lack of a communist perspective, the old model of councils has,
due to the development of capitalism, become inadequate for any future revolutionw The workers‘ councils of the past tended to be based on the "point of _
production" -— factories, however since then the structure of the proletariat
has changed. Nowadays many workers are employed in the so-called.non-productive occupations. Thus any future development of a councilist movement based
purely on the factories would exclude a significant proportion of the working
class. Claerly if the socialist revolution is the task of the vast majority
of theaworking class then such a form of organisation is inadequate. Further,
with many workers now living a large distance from their place of work, the
decisions of factory based councils are likely to be useless for their needs
outside of production or for those living close to a workplace but not working there. Any future cbuncilist mmvement will have to delineate itself
between factory, "professional", service, neighbourhood and education councils.
Only in this way can the total needs of the proletariat be satisfied. "
I

in

i"

-

Thus we can see that firstly it is not the form of councils that is important, but their content and secondly that any new councilist movement must
embrace all sections of the class in all ways or it will fail to transform
Society.

_

‘

' _

THE TKSK FOR REVOLUTTQNARIES TODAY.

If it is the content of the councils that is important then it is inadequate
for a revolutionary group tp merely propagate the "idea" of councils. Although
it is important for revolutionaries to have a programme for revolution, the
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actual form of organisation adopted in a revolutionary situation has to be

secondary to the consciousness of the workers involved. If the workers are class
conscious then the form of organisation adopted will follow from that persp
ective. Therefore for revolutionaries to run around_shouting "workers'
councils" at all times and in all situations is as diversionary as the

constitutionalist position analysed above. For communist workers the task
remains that of assisting in the development of their fellow workers consc
iousness, so that the next time the proletariat enters into a potentially
revolutionary situation the result will be a successful socialist revolution.

ts

I have avoided giving a general history of the development of workers‘
councils. This aan be obtained by reading the following:THE BOLSHEVIKS AND WORKERS CONTROL ....Solidarity

,

THE ORIGINS or THE MOVEMENT FOR WORKERS‘ COUNCILS IN GERMANY 1918-29
'

r

....workers Voice

KRONSTADT '21 by Victor Serge .........Solidarity

'

TE KRONSTADT COMMUNE by Ida Mett ...s.Solidarity
'56

......c......._............Solidarity

'

l

POINT BLANK! N01 contains three useful articles including one on the
Spanish Revolution.
I
“

These publications can be obtained from any seld-respecting lefty bookshop,
if you can't get them near you, try ERising Free".
‘

1

1

A’

"THERE are groups and parties pretending to be in the
exclusive pUSSESSiDﬂ of truth, who try tc win the
workers by their propaganda, to the exclusion of all
other opinionse By moral and, where they have the
power, also by physical constraint, they try to impose
their views upon the messes. It must he clear that onesided teaching of ens system of doctrines can only
serve, and indeed should serve, to breed obedient fell-r

owers, hence to upheld old or prepare new§domination.y
Self-liberation of the working messes implies selfrthinking, self-knawing, recognising truth and error by
their own mental exertion. Exerting the brains is much
more difficult and fatiguing than exerting the muscles;
but it must be dons, because the brains govern the
muscles; if not their own then the brains of others.
"---.5. TO restrict the freedom sf discussion is to
p
prevent the workers from acquiring the knowledge they
need."
v
These quotes are from THE wAY T0 wORKERS' CONTROL by
Anton-Pannekoeke
I
T
.
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REVOLUTIONARY Aﬁarchists and libertarian commumdsts seek,and are working for,the establishment of a society which will render impossible
the growth of'a privileged class,and the domination and exploitation
of man by man, We therefore,edvocate the common ownership of the land
meams=ofPprodudtiom and transportation,democraticallyadministered
and controlled by the peopleias a whole,on the besis.oF voluntary
E0-operation ahdmmwtnal aid} lnwsuch a societygthe wages and_mohetry
systemﬁaswell'as*thchcoercive State and Governmental apparatus,would
no longer exist. The State would be relegated to the museum of an§ie_
qUitlESgqlt_wDUld_bE a classless sopiety. It would as far as.io

practicable,bs a decentralised society.Nankind would at last attain;
its frsedom.Jf. ‘ I p
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To achieve such a society, we are working towards the abolition¢ofall those mechanisms which are necessary toiour present chaotic,
authoritarian,unjust and unequal society— such as capital accumulation
and production for private- and State» profit,instead of production
for need. Libertarian communistsrstahd For the self-emancipation and
liberation of the working class.
y
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DESPITE what our opponents say,_we are not opposed to organisation.
For from it! wprev@u£msrs”;‘ene better -'organisatioh than we have
in ear chaotict capitalist, society today. But we areyagadnst author-=
itarian,bureaucratic and hierarchioalorganisatrgn. A fredfsociety
is impossible without organisation. Unlikéispme socialists, however,

we conceive of a classless sovietY}PiQénissd*di£hout"impervi@us' O
authority" (see Engels‘ essay "Uh Aothepifymssnosmy arguments against
in the lctest issue oﬂgﬁnarchy). We favour the-delegation of function,

but consider that é11‘heIégéte§ EEEUTE as subject to immediate recall
if, or whom, necessary.

M

Q.

.

we also contend that, at the presbht moment, a revolutionary libert-w
ariangcommumist/socialist organisation is necessary to the extent
that the working class, as a.whole, has not yct developed a revolutionary consciousness. A revolutionary organisation understands that
the only possible proletarian revolution is one in which the workers
seize power, ownership and control from thc;bourgeoia@class, and in
“%doing¢sofdestroy the,whole apparatus of bourgeois power. the workers
.

mustEdostroy§thc'state before -€not;after - the taking over the land

and means of production and distnibution, otherwise their revolution
will be doomed to failure. Bhyqothor*Frevolution9 simply puts a new,
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The 5tate is, abowegallg/the-instrwmcnt by which the ruling class”
conserves itspowcr; It osnnot_be "captured"by the wbrkihg class;
and if it could, it would'not be desirable. lndeod;"thc greater
degreethers is of socialist consciousness, the less likelihbhd there
will be of a State machine capable of mobilising"effectivgly against _
a revolutionary majority1_whilst the new society is slowly (out in#*”
créasingly;rapidly as time goes by ) germinating within the old, so

I

the @1e%°ihEiheing its State, is slowly (sot, again,lincreasingly=

rapidly as time goes by) dying and disintegrating, So we repeatﬁ the
workers will never ”capture“ the State; they will subvert,challemge,
immobilise,dismamtle amd,finally,dcstroy it. Instead of»a Government
over pcople,therc will be an administration of things. Grassroots

‘

I
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democracyl But,in the words of the old anarchist-communist,Alexander
Berkmanz “The revolution must be prepared“,and organised.
llBERTAHIAW Commwnists are not cocerned merely with changing the basic
property relatioships (from private and/or State ownership to common
ownership) and material conditions oflife,even.if this was possible
in isolation,but the whole duality of social and individual life in
general. for example, we advocate complete access to all information.
We oppose, and challenge,all forms of censorship. Um the other hand
libertarian communists do not debate with,or involve themselves in
dialogues with,totalitarian groups (such as avowed racists like the
National Front, or such organisations as the workers Revolutionary
Party) who would suppress sections,or all, of the working class. That
would be both stupid and anti-working class!
a
'
a
T
As a means of working towards a free,classless,society,libertarian
communists concern themselves with an accurate criticism of,and opposition to,the chaotic (not anarchic} and oppresive society in which
we "live“ today; we oppose private greed with social and individual
need; we encourage co-operation in the interests of all, rather than
cmpetitiom which only serves the interests of the few; we support,
and are involved in,working-class organisations such as rank-and-file
action 9roups,shop stewards commitoes,tenant associations,schoolneighbourhood councils and the like,and by doing so help evolve the
many and varied ways by which working people themselves can organise
wthout a privileged or ruling class. A libertarian communist organisation does not seek power for itself, but seeks at all times to work,
not in opposition to,but through,working-class organisations. Ue,
therefore,support all working-class organisations which could be the
forerunners of workers'councils,and develope in them a revolutionary
communist consciousness.
.
-

As revolutionaries, we are striving to build up our own organisation,
not in order to dominate and oppress people, but to act as an instrument which, amoung others, may assist working people in their selfliberation. we are completely opposed to any action (such as votecatching), or organisation (like political parties) which takes the
initiative from ordinary people, and gives it to permanent Trade
Union officials, so-called Parliamentary representatives or_"reval—»
utionaryﬁ (is, reformist) vanguards or "leaderships".
”
P@,~=w
UN the other hand, an organisation of revolutionary communists and
libertarian socialists considers as its task the assistance of the
working class, as members of that class, to prepare and organise for
the bringing about of a classless and Stateless society._Thc establishment of such a society is something that has to be consciously
struggled for by the working class itself. The organisation is,
therefore, a conscious organised expression of libertarian ideas and
aspirations. we are not "leaders"; we have no "leaders", but we do,
in one sense, offer a"lead" within the working class movement by
example and by explanation, to build into that movement a high level
of political consciousness, so that it is able to defeat capitalism
and combat the creation of a new State and ruling class. Libertarian
communists reject both reformism (not to be confused with militant
class struggle and direct action on the industrial field and elsewhere) and vanguardism.

we, therefore, base our work and activities on the day-to-day strugglos for better living conditions and a greater joy and satisfaction
of life, by linking up the aspirations and actions of ordinary
people, and developing from them an understanding of their common
problems - and common enemies - which will act as a guide to our own
stngggles for a more satisfactory and freer form_of society. 5ocialism will not come about "overnight". It will not "evolve" in the
.
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Fabian sense; nor will capitalism be fCFOrm8djUUt of existence. But
capitalism will, through the constant struggles of the working class,
evolve towards a social revolution. xﬂuantity becomes a new and
higher quality:
For us, as revolutionaries, meaningful action is
whatever increases the initiative, participation and solidarity of

working people; that which is sterile is whatever reinforces their
apathy, cynicism and passivity, That is tho acid test. ewe have no
d6SiP@9 even if it could be done, of leading people to the “Promised
Land":
'
~
F
,5
x

The form that a libertarian communist/socialist organisation must
take must be, as for as is possible, a realisation of libertarian

perspectives in the current situation.

It cannot be a social model

of a free society, but it must develop in interaction with the devsloping liberation of mankind itself, Such an organisation will
inevitably make mistakes.
An organisation which is always right -is either dead or a completely sectarian monument.
Indeed, "honestly
made mistakes, providing we are organised in such a way to learn
from them, are much better than the dictates of the most infallible
Central Committee. we, therefore, reject the ‘though shalt obey’
attitudes of the leninists". (LiQ§£tarigQ_§t;gglgﬂmarch, 1973).
_

i

I

‘

A libertarian communist organisation should be a membership organ~
isation. To some extent the failure of the so»called Anarchist Federation of Britain, with its irresponsible individualism and disparate
and mutually conflicting ideas, proved that; it should, moreover, have
a specific objects libertarian communism, i.e., common ownership,
production-for-use instead of for profit, abolition of the State and
the wages-prices-money system. No elected delegate, or group of delegates, should have more than a co=ordinating“function;-and, as Prev—
iously noted, all delegates or members of an executive committee (if
there is one), must be subject to immediate recall at.any time by
those who mandated them. ,9 libertarian organisation should be decentralised, with all groups having autonomy of action. At th@ Same times
members should accept the principle of collective responsibility.
(The subject of federalism and collective responsibilty within a
libertarian organisation has been dealt with in some detail in IQ§_
Organisational Elgtjggg,g£_tQ£at;Q§;tarian Qommugists by Nestor
Nakhno, Peter Archinov and Ida Mett, first published in Russian and
French in 1926, and now obtainable, in French and English, from.the
Organisation of Revolutionary Anarchists of France and Britain).
r.

THE only revolution worth having, then, is when ordinary working
people rid themselves of all those who live off them, and organise
society in their own interests.
Such a society will be communism or
socialism. Such a condition can be called “anarchy” (without rulers).
Socialism does not exist anywhere in the world today and, as a system
of society, has never existed in the past.
But there have been times
when people have, at least, successfully organised whole societies,
vast agricultural areas, large towns and cities and, on one occasion,
a whole navy of modern ships (see my article "Anarchy in the Navy“ in
the magazine, ﬂp§rchy)on a non-authoritarian basis. They have created
"anarchy" == and it worked! But the powers-that~be suppress, or»~
ignore, those facts.
moreover, whenever the masses attempt tc“create
anarchy", and reconstruct society on the basis of libertarian communism, the rich and powerful, the former bosses and bourgeoisie, and
the State, do all in their power to crush the people and their revolutionary movements (this is why libertarian communists insist that
the State must be destroyed before QQQ,ggt after the taking over of
the land and means of production).

'\_
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This they,and succesive governments and ruling classes did,for over
ten years,from 1919 to 1920,when Emilano Zapata and the Liberation Army
of the south, and the peons of South and Central Mexico,took over the
land from the great landowners; this is what they did in Russia and
the Ukraine between 1917 and 192D,when the peasants created their
communes and organised their free (non-Bolshevik) soviets and councils.
This is what they did in Spain in 1936. And so on.
In fact,the capitalist,ruling,class will never give up without a fight.
But by their struggles,and from such examples,at least the workers
can learn that,without proper preparation and organisation,as well as
an idea of the kind of society they want,they will be doomed to failure.
The class struggle will have to be fought to the bitter end. "Either
the social revolution will terminate in the defeat of the.workers, in;
whiohzcase we must start again to prepare the struggle for a new offensive against the capitalist systemg or it will lead to victory of the
A
workers; and in this case,having seised the means which permit selfadministration — the land, means of production and social functions the workers will commence the construction of a free society‘. Qﬂyg

.Qra.ar.i.s.at.i2.U.'3.L.E.1.5.l2i,QE.E. b.'...iP.ec.t.a1:iari£..@.c.man,i.s.ts1) .
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In writing the above,I have assumed that most readers are familiar
with the works of Marx and Engels,and that they generally accept the
Marxist analysis and critique of the existing mode of production. No
economic analysis of capitalism has, therefore,been made. The above
arguments will, no doubt, be dubbed anarchist or,perhaps,anarchomarxist, I call them libertarian communist. What they are called does
not matter: the ideas do!
,.,
Some of the arguments and ideas may be new to some readers of this .
journal. They are not the ideas of one person or group,though to some
extent they are held by people in a number of groups (the Libertarian
Communism group associated with this journal, the Urganisation of
.1
Revolutionary Anarchists-of which I am a member-and,to a lesser degree,

Solidarity). Many of these ideas can be found,together with other

views not necessarily held by libertarian communists,in many works.
A few may be suggested for further reading:
n
Mutual_iQ_by Peter Kropotkin.
-I J'Urg§gi§atiopglnPlgtjprm
_i..,r,
_. . - at
- of, L't
abert arian Communists
,..____i,
tEae;lelE2eayoieilﬁaarebiae? byof Alexander
B@rkm@ﬂ~
.
g:_
Iaai§eoa.§eeiatx,@nd lreiﬁaerio" Fre2PPﬂ.bY
Erich FP@mm~
CD

'
-

l§@rMess P§1gQol9gy_of Fascism by Uilhelm Reich._
Anarggéiﬂ by Daniel Guerin. '
-

I

East-Sg§rcity_Bnarohism (and other essays) by Murray Bookchin

Work r ' Councils and the Economics of a Self-Maogged Society_
by Paul Cardan,Solidarity pamphlet. But also see Adam Buicks'.
article "Solidarity,the Market and Marx" in a previous issue
of this journal,copies of which are available on request._
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Some socialists will tell us,

come the revolution, after elected

representatives have more or less taken control of the capitalist state,
abolished its coersive apparatus and declared money, wages etco obsolete,
a world council of delegates will be elected to run societyl That such an
i

institution would differ little from parliaments,

congresses Qtcoﬂ which

have proved so unresponsive to the wishes of the "electorate",

seems Hoi

to worry our friendso Should it be suggested that such a body is likely
to become unresponsive & psssibly pursue a policy of its awn,
to reply that,

they tend

in a society without class conflict & the irrationalities

of the market, all that will be needed is simple administration ihﬂi is,
unlikely to cause disagreement. One is left wondering why bother i0 have
an elected council atall. The fact is,

of course,

that there are many

economic problems without "mathematical" solutions, At what rate does
one allow mineral resources to be used up ? what propostions of one's
resources should be given to scientific or medical research at a time

when,

though everyone might have access to a free hCJS€, many of these

houses leave a fair bit to be desired ? How much account should be taken
of the ecological effects of industry ? Capitalism,

these prob;ems,

ehen it faces up $0

sees them in purely economic (iogo profit) terms & has

to work on what are pretty arbitrary estimates of the profits to be

‘

gained by any course of action. in socialist society it will be the.

V

human aspect that will be all important & therefore everyone must be"
involved in deciding at

least the basic outline on which decisions can

be made. Other revolutionaries,
problem,

despite recognising that there is a

tend to ignore the causee A council of revocable delegates is

proposed, more because Marx gives the idea support than because it is
a truly democratic way of doing thingso Revocability is something which
sounds very nice in the abstract but is ms more difficult to explain how
it will work in practiceo There are two ways one could do thise One

could have direct elections,
was 2,000 strong,

in which case, even if the world council

each constituency would have anelectorate of about

1% milliono Revocability on this scale is possible (a certain percentage

of voters could demand another election by means of a petition) but it
would be unlikely that such a right would be exercised sufficiently often
to ensure that the delegates genuinely worked for the wishes of those they

"represented". The alternative is to have a series of indirect elections,
from factogy committeess to regional councils,

regional councils to

provincial councils until one reaches the world councile There are going

to be few issues where people are so outraged that they will go the

l

sl

0

trouble of getting their delegate recalled from the factory/ childrens'
etc. committee & bully their new delegates to replace the nest stage until

eventually this machinery gets through to the world council. Even if
people did have the energy to attempt to make their opinion fett,

issues

would tend to conflict. It is ¢on¢¢tv¢bz@ that delegates placed in Q
council to push one issue would be recalled due toanother issue before
other factory assemblies etc had got round to taking action on the first
issue. Revocability would only be effective while people were so alert

that the right of recall would be exercised so quickly that the world
council would back down as soon as opposition presented itself. OHCQ
people's vigilence relaxed & the delegates began to gain a little confidence,

they would probably be able to last out all but major storms:

with little change in policy. The most

likely result of people’s

activity would be for a tendency to conservatism, with councils not,
I

daring to do anything at all rqdical,

in case this annoyed peopleo

Revocability is a pleasant rallying—cry,

but it is not a realistice way

of running democratic society.

l

y

The third alternative is to decentralise most, if not all,

decisions

to local communities. I would not deny that this is perfectly practicable.
What concerns me is whether it is desirable, except as a partial solutieﬂo
It is a notable fact that modern society, despite increasedimeans Of
coersive technology,

is less able to repress deviants than previously

decentralised, village-based societies. Pre-industrial revolution empires
1

rested on these self-sufficient villages and those truly sonservative

empires confined central interference to a tax collector. Not only has
capitalism tended to break down these communities, but the modern state
has tended to displace all rival sources of authority. Inthat tt has madee
social control more difficult. Local communities controlling production
&, most important, distribution, would have far greater potential for
social control than any modern state. It will therefore be desirable 10

have some decisions centralised &is0 we are again face with the problem
1

of how to ensure that such centralised bodies that exist are truly
controlled by society as a whole.

x

e

The danger inherent in all forms of election is that those who are
elected are likely to be those who have gained some form of prestige.
arguably people in a socialist society are far less likely to be influenced
by whether they have heared a candidates name often,
-

or if he is a good

r

speaker, but there is still likely to bega personal bond between a reasondbly good representative & his "constituents". Peopae are unlikely

to dismiss a representative, who in the past has been reasonably sympathetic to their opinions, over a single issue, & even the best-represent~
tive cannot avoid his representation being disterted by his own opinienso
,

—

1

-

.

Furthermore delgates tend to be very different from those they represent.

»
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-

-They do not just tend to have a different social background, but also
a different psycological outlook. Inherent in the very process of stand‘ing for election is a certain arrogance & this applies to the person who
I

'

'

.

sees his job ass passing on the personal opinions of those he represents
"-as well as to the person who considers himself to be elected to put his
" “own opinions. Perhaps most important is the fact that"ordinary" people
” are denied responsibility in the community's decisions. Representatives
\

are clearly not "the community in microcosm” & will not be seen as such.
I Major decisions would be made by referendum & the potential for this:

-~~with'modern technology,
referendum,

is far greater than is normally supposed. The

if fully utitlised,

could put people.in a comparable position

to those in the small number of genuine democracies of ancient1Greeoe~
another process is needed for the less general complications of modern
"society. In most of the Greek democracies,

this was solved by elected

representatives, but this was seen as, at best, a "sensible" comprmise
V “...

.

-

&, at worst, an aristocratic distortion which negated the whole democratic ideal. In the extreme democracies (which includedthe very respecct-

able Athens throughout her 200 years as a major power) all day to day
running of affairs was down by a council chosen by lot every year. Most
if not all of the dangers of an elected body did not apply here. Such a
body is unlikely to diverge more than minimally from a cross—section of

~ society & there is none of the ego-tripping involved in running for an
election. also those on such a council will not wish to allow this insti-

tution to ga;n power at the expense of ordinary people, because next year
they will probably be one of those ordinary people themselves. It might
be necessary to have a second body,
of averages slips up,

as a balance, just in case the law

but hhis would be desirable rather than essential.

Though where to maintain their control over events means continual struggle
people tend to go through phases of apathy broken by sharp moments of

e

miltancy when things get too bad. Where they are accustomed to full control
it is,

however, a different matter. A truly democratic people would have

no trouble in displacing a minority who oppose their aims, just because
this minority controlled the council.

“a *”£# to

jg

as this system has already existed in semi-capitalist states,

Oﬁy.

_ mercantile Greece, would it not be desirable to implement it in capitalism
today ?.I think not. Athens,

the usual example of an extreme democracy,

ldid not fully involve all voting citizens. Meetings of the assembly were

dominated by orators who were usually of aristocratic origins, & this
includes radicals such as Pericles & Alcibiades. During the exceptional
circumstances of the Peleponesian war ,

such popular leaders such as Cleon

& Cleophon came to the fore. However, despite being despised by aristocrats,
Tthey had far more in common with Ramsey Macdonald than examples of selfsonscious workers. The way that the citizens allowed themselves to be
manipulated by the Theoric fund (a cash distribution comparable to a wages

-
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subsidy) during the period after the peloponesian war until Athens lost
her independence to Macedonia, shows that the ruling class were quite
capable of maintaining power. This, despite a constitution which in
theory was the most extreme democracy ever to exist. nfeer 40 hours
work (& usually much longer with compulsory or semi-compulsory overtime)

one simply does not have the energy to ensure your opinions carry
proportional weight. Political activity which gets beyond supporting
leaders like Cleon tends inevitably to personal contact with friends

& workmates. But revolutionaries must not be deluded by the idea that
when people are able to work for inherent satisfaction & do not Heed
to work for wages, because they have access to all that they need to
satisfy their wants, free control of society will fall into poeple's
hands. If society is so organised that people must maintain a permanent

state of rebellion to retain conyrol of events (as will be necessary to
control a world council of delegates) people simply will not bother.
Democracy,

like happiness,

is worthless if it cannot be taken for

granted. Ultimately democracy can only survive if people have gained
the confidence to control their lives, e this can only be done through
their own actions. Institutions cannot bring this about where it does
not exist.

DAUID BARNSDALE.
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r\/tote 1 e Eest aim to s y
I went to see a couple of films set in the Middle East at the Paris
Pullman cinema (Drayton Gardens. South Kensington).
S
by

or CLAY (oireotor Jean-Louis Bertucelli) portrays life in the
_

I

_

.

»

.

_

walled desert village of Tehouda in Southern Tunisia, an isolated life
of silent toil and religious ritual. SWe:see the women pull water from
the well, wash clothes. look after kids, spatter red dye on the face
of the bride; and the men labour in the quarry breaking rocks, which
are taken away each evening insa lorry. One payday the agent from the
company which owns the quarry comes and gives out fewer coppers than
before. The men refuse to work on the reduced wage » so the lorry
leaves with rocks and returns with soldiers who surround the workers
for two-days. The women sacrifice a sheep,_and one removes the well
bucket to deny the soldiers water. Two men are shot to defeat the
strike and the soldiers are withdrawn.
t
o
e
The stark simplicity of the setting, corresponding to the primitive
level of production, flashlights the coercive basis of capitalist
property. A power alien to the producers requires broken rocks - it is
not for the producers to question why. The power*arms and disciplines
one group of its subjects to enforce the labour of the others. This
is capital — private or State, local or imperialist. How can the
unarmed and dispersed resist? But in the schoolhouse the children are
being taught to read, and shown the countries on the globe ... " t,
TO LIVE IN FREEDQM is a left-wing documentary on the Israel#Palestine
prob1em.from a viewpoint which is hostile to all the regimes in the
area and thus relatively acceptable to Socialists. he Zionist and
Palestinian songs follow in sequence ("To Live in Freedom on the Land"
is a Zionist song, but could be either) we grasp the similarity of the
longings of oppressed people, in both East European ghettoes and
Mideast expellee camps, to recover a more or less mythical agricultural
idydl from.the past. Nationalist bureaucracies use these longings to
gain power in new nationeStates, and are themselves used by'rival
superpowers. The longings are betrayed ~ except in idealised form as
blood-and-soil racism - for capitalist States need_wage—workers and not
peasants to compete on the world market.
i

The film concentrates on the exploitations of and discriminations
against Arab and Sephardi workers in Israel and the occupied areas maybe the evils of a new Arab Palestine will be the subject of a future

leftawing documentary, if the imperialist powers settle on a more stable
carve-up of the region. The philosophy of the film-makers is expressed
through the mouth of aIPalestinian@writer ~ that Palestinerfsrael is the
homeland of two peoples, the Jewish~Israeli and the Arab Palestinian,
who must live together in a "secular Socialist State". _Socialists who

hold that the workers have no honeiand. and aim at 8» U11-l"*'»@<1 h"~“1='11}1’°1{»

are reluctant to speak about different "peoples", but perhaps this is
a necessary concession in a situation where the minds of workers are 1
so deeply imbued with racist nationalism. Put while Socialists must
oppose discrimination and can advocate~secularisation; they should
remember that capitalism is a globaléaystem and can only be r€Pla¢@d

with a genuine sooieliet oonoonity‘ (without States) by e worldwide

movement. To advocate "sooieliemv locally is in practice to work for
a bureaucratic State-capitalist regime, which must also eXP1?i?
_
workers in order to survive and expand its capital in competition with

other~States.

Stephen Stefan

Gnonls - \/\/idol‘ l\l§o\/v?
1

As we march today the grants campaign has entered a new, critical
stage. Recent announcements in the media have indicated that degree
course students can expect an increase of about £lOO next year.
Although this is welcome news and a partial victory for the campaign
we must be aware of the very real nature of the dangers it poses.
To see why these dangers are posed we must be aware of the nature
of the education in modern society. Britain, like all_other countries
is a class society, where a tiny minority own and control the means of
producing and distributing things, whilst the vast majority of us having
little control over our own lives and no great ownership of property are
forced to sell our mental and physical energies in order to live.
In such a society education plays two main roles, firstly as a long
term investment for the ruling class and secondly asea socialisation process whereby a substantial section of the working class accept and defend
the interests of the ruling class. However in a period of severe economic
crisis the normal reaction is to cut down on long term investments. We
can see this process at work in education today - grants are cut, less
expenditure on education,etc. The crisis also leads to a general attack
on the living standards everywhere. However this has led to growing hostility,amongst students, to the system,- thus endangering the socialisation
process. So Labour has felt it is opportune to offer university students
a rise. THEY THINK THAT STUDENTS ARE SO STUPlD THEY'LL ACCEPT A FEW MORE
CRUMBS AND QUlETEN DOWN.
,

There is another reason for this move. The government knows that the
real value of grants will tall, again in the near future. But they've
said nothing about discretlonasy"awards, the means test or married women's
grants. Hoping that university students will take the crumbs and scab on
their brothers and sisters in other colleges, they aim to so poison the
present student unity and solidarity that it will be years before another
campaign can be launched. Many of us now at college will be impotent then
in our attempts to stop further cuts in our grants.
The aim must bey- a full grant of £655 tor_alL students. We mustn't be
tooled by the governments. Students must fight as militantly as possible,
in connection with other workers under attack - or we'll pay the price in
the near future. T
T
o
o
|
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OTHER PROBLEMS FACl§§H§IQQ§§I§,

T

But with all the activity around the grants campaign little has been
done to treat other problems facing students today. Whether or not we
win a large increase in grants, colleges will still remain closely biased
towards the rich, dominated by exams and assessment,aad will be as undemocratic and heiranchical as before. Study will remain alienating and work
boring. Indeed there is a simple reason for this - colleges are little
more than education factories run in the interests of the ruling class.

WHAT SOLUTION TO stuoswts Pnoshawg
l,lf there is to be any long term solution to the problems of students
then they must recognise their real position in society. Together with
ythe tendency towards statification of the economy the nature of education
‘
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and the class position of students have changed. The complex requirements of modern industrial society have forced the state to take over
the Function of training specialised workers. The majority of students
are in a position similar to that of apprentices -- they are objectively trainee workers. The interests of the majority of students lie
with those of the vast majority of society -- the.working class.

The problems facing students are a result of the class nature of .
society. The leftists too realise that private capitalism cannot _
eolverour problems, bot they aim-only at replacing it with state cap-

italism throbgh nationalisation, This means Btate bureaucrats replace
private capitalists as the controllers of the means of production.
t
Workers must still sell their
j _
energies to live -— the basic
relationship of capitalism,
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wgge-labour and capital, is maintained. They therefore reveal themselves
as the last defenders of capitalism.
What students and the whole working class movement needs is a genuine
revolutionary perspective - the abolition of the wages system and of
class society. Production and the other social affairs must be controlled
democratically .
-‘
2 by the whole people for the
satisfaction of human needs. This would involve the abolition of students
as a separate category in society - education woudd be a continuous process
in which everyone is involved, not just the training of a semi-privileged
elite.
NOTES

The above leaflet was issued by us on the l2th May for the N.U.S.
Grants campaign demo. We think that subsequent events have shown its
analyses to be fundamentally correct.
This is the first article to appear in our journal on the subject of
students. The others were:‘Students - a review of a C.P. pamphlet /issue No.4‘
‘Grants - What Now? - a leaflet issued by our Aberdeen comrades /
issue No. 5.‘
We have yet to come across a good detailed revolutionary libertarian
analysis of students. Most students militants are either politically
apathetic or adopt a leninist view of themselves as a vanguard and/or
paper sellers outside factory gates. Clearly a libertarian analysis is
required. In an effort to achieve this we would like to initiate a
discussion on students in our journal. We invite comrades to send us
articles on this subject, we will forward them to the group editing
the next issue.
"MARKED FOR LIFE", A.Powell and B.Butterworth —

By discouraging students from co—operating with each other the
assessment system inhibits a prime virtue of civilised society - that
of mutual aid. By isolating people from each other in a highly formative
stage in their lives, and encouraging them to regard their work as a
private and measurable achievement, it enforces or reinforces the view
that different people deserve different rewards in life. If it were made
clear that we owe a large (tho' not pfecisely measurable) proportion of
our knowledge and ideas to the people around us in society, and that
our own contribution to society, andxtkatxauxxewn similarly defies
measurement, many more people than now might wonder why our wages and
job opportunities should be precisely differentiated from those of other
people. The process of grading at universities seems, therefore, to be
not only an attempt to select people for different strata in society, but
also, in its effect, to be a psychological preparation for accepting a
stratified society.
- ‘a criticism of assessment in universities’
for copies write, A.Powell, Institute of Classical
Studies, 3|/4 Gordon Square, London WCI.
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